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FOCUS:

CLOUD
COMPUTING
The forecast for cloud computing has never been brighter.
Government is turning to the commercial sector to provide
this type of data storage and access in a variety of manners,
including hybrid architectures. Industry is responding by
offering new cloud capabilities to suit changing government
needs. SIGNAL’s June 2018 issue looks at some of the industry
offerings to government along with government’s own
exploration into how it uses cloud technologies.
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• The U.S. Army Research Laboratory pursues
blue-sky approaches to cloud computing.

• The National Science Foundation is working with three
major commercial cloud providers to offer millions of
dollars worth of cloud services to researchers.

• As it integrates network-centric systems, the U.S. Navy

SPAWAR employs cloud computing to support agile systems.

ADDITIONAL CONTENT:

• A company presents next-generation information technology
architecture to the Army in pursuit of the digital edge.

• The Marines are looking for a few good drones to
carry supplies to warfighters at the front.

• The race for quantum communications is heating up,
and China has burst out of the pack into the lead.

• Mobility and artificial intelligence are on a collision course
for new U.S. Defense Department immersive training.

• With a renewed emphasis on high frequency communications,
the U.S. Army is finding that troops aren’t trained on it—
and the service isn’t prepared to train them.
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